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Our Objectives Today…
• We have previously provided Council 3 questions we hope to have Severn
Township Council address
1.

Would Severn Township consider implementing a by-law similar to Township of Georgian Bay’s 3.2 & 4.6 in order
to control and regulate the potential explosive growth of floating cottages on our lakes within Severn Township?

2.

If Severn Township Council may not yet be supportive of a 3.2 and 4.6, our association would like to understand
what gaps exist in order to have Severn Township create a regulatory framework at the municipal level to manage
and control floating cottages, and equally as important, how can we help in closing the gap?

3.

With this context in mind, may we suggest that a meeting with key stakeholders (MP, MPP, MNDMNRF,
Environment, Parks Canada) as Mayor Burkett suggested also include our neighboring townships (Tay, Georgian
Bay, Township of Archipelago) as each of them are working separately to solve the exact same problem. On
behalf of the Gloucester Pool Cottagers' Association, we would be happy to partner with Severn Township Council
to assist in organizing and facilitating this strategic discussion. We are hopeful that such a meeting of key
stakeholders can happen in April of this year, prior to the start of 2022 boating season.

• Our intention this morning in this brief is to illuminate the issue at hand and
hopefully equip Council to develop an enforceable Severn Township strategy
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We are facing an ‘unregulated’ Floating Cottage problem
Welcome to our “New Neighbours”
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These were originally listed on TREB but quickly delisted
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The Floating Cottage is not an individual DIY project…
these have become a big “cottage industry” business
• Very strategic messaging is being used; he
infers that site inspections are passed or
compliant… but regulations are non-existent

www.lotb.ca

• GPCA has discovered that in Ontario this is
largely an unregulated industry that needs a
strong regulatory framework that can be
enforced
• There are multiple other builders entering
this lucrative space
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The lack of “any” regulatory framework across all relevant
regulatory agencies creates a challenge… all agencies
have essentially said “Not our Problem”
• Across all the expected stakeholders there is a complete lack of any cohesive
regulatory framework
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

PC - Trent Severn Waterway… Has created a cease-and-desist order but not enforced
Transport Canada…. Classify floating cottages as “vessels or pleasure craft” & self reporting
Fisheries and Oceans… This issue is MNR’s responsibility, not our responsibility
MNDMNRF… Conservation officer asked owner to move twice, officer refused to repeat a 3rd
time
Min of Environment (CC)… We’ll open a file and investigate damage caused to environment
Min of Environment (CP)… Go contact MNDMNRF, this isn’t our jurisdiction
OPP… Unable to do anything unless object is “officially” registered as a vessel (which it isn’t)
FOCA… keen to support but no knowledge of any regulatory framework

• We have engaged FOCA. The GPCA together with Georgian Bay Association are the
only associations mobilizing on this issue up to recently… but that is quickly changing
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There are several precedents in Canadian case law that
provide guidance, direction and we believe the solution
• Ontario Supreme Court decision [Glaspell vs Crown 2015]
– Since Confederation, the title to beds of navigable rivers and lakes has been vested in the provincial Crown
– Municipalities have the right to apply zoning by-laws to lands under water (lakebeds) in their jurisdiction

• BC (Town of North Cowichan) solution
– Float Homes Standard coordinated by numerous stakeholders (MELP, MMA and Society of Naval Architects
and Marine Engineers)
– Floating homes can only be habited in specifically zoned properties

• Toronto solution
– Defined structures as Floating Homes. Each has a specific location, mooring fees, septic connection
– They must be stationary at described (zoned approved) location and have no motorized capability

• Penetang solution
– Owner was fined for contravening mooring limits, ie it needed to be moving constantly, no permanent mooring
– Owner towed to Georgian Bay Islands where it sunk!
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Most recently, the Township of Georgian Bay has
connected the dots for their regulatory strategy
• By-law 3.2 LANDS UNDER WATER
All lands under water of the lakes and rivers within the Township are subject to this
By-law in addition to the requirements of both federal and provincial legislation. All
lands under water not otherwise zoned, shall be zoned Lakeside (LS), and may be
used in accordance with the zoning of abutting and appertaining lands and the
regulations of this By-law and specifically Section 4.1.13. [Section 4.1.13 deals with
Shoreline Accessory Structures – Water-based; stuff like boathouses, boat ports,
docks, ramps, etc.]
• By-law 4.6 FLOATING IN-WATER BOATHOUSES, BARGES & DWELLING UNITS
Notwithstanding any other provisions in this By-law, no person shall use or attach
any in-water boathouse, barge, marine vessel or any other floating structure or
building used for a dwelling unit in any Residential (R), Shoreline Residential (SR),
Shoreline Residential Island (SRI), Open Space (OS, CL & LS), and/or Environmental
Protection (EP, NSC & NSI) Zone or appurtenant to such zones.
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We believe TGB’s by-law 3.2 and 4.6 are the
backbone of an enforceable regulatory framework
• Since our FOCA presentation we have
engaged several cottage associations
and municipalities…
– Lake Huron in the North Channel; (Nemi)
– Carson Trout Lepine and Greenan Lakes
Association; (Madawaska Valley Twp)
– Bass Lake; (Oro-Medonte)
– Talpines POA; (Waubaushene)
– Indian Point Property Owners, Balsam
Lake, (Coboconk)
– Georgian Bay Association; (Georgian Bay,
Tay Township, Township of Archipelago)
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GPCA is energized to partner with Severn Township to
build a sustainable regulatory framework
• Are there any questions or clarifications we can
provide to assist in our journey to implement a
regulatory framework?
• Have we provided sufficient context to Council for
Severn Township to take next steps in regulating
Floating Cottages?
• How can GPCA provide assistance going forward?
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Working together to prevent our worst fears…

On behalf of GPCA… thank you for your time, attention, and interest to solve a VERY BIG ISSUE
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